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Does anyone know if the PES file can be placed on an e-mail and then transferred to my computer? I
have a Brother Innovis 4000d and I do not have the software for the PES format. Or, if you could

point me to where I could download the PED software for free. Thanks in advance. I'm trying to find a
free file on this page for my Brother Innovis 4000d but in order to run it, I have to buy the software,
and it's not free. I know you can send the software to my email or load it onto my computer, but I
don't know how. Maybe you can help? I also can't find where to download the PED software. Does

anyone know where I can get Brother PE Design 5.2 xbox free or something? And to be honest, I am
not even positive it is the 5.2 but somewhere, somewhere on my computer I have and install it.

There is just no way to get it to come up and the forum says maybe I should try 5.3. I am not sure I
can get 5.3 and it would take me forever to upgrade from 5.0. Does anyone know of a free or

discount XBox? I was just showing this to my co-worker and he wants to know if it is free. Thanks! Hi,
I think the problem with the PED Basic is not our machines or us but Brother. Everyone has problems
with PED and I have had to call Brother so many times for help which is almost non-existing. I have a
750D which I love and just hook up my computer to the embroidery machine and load the patterns

that way. Hope you can work this out. I just took the easiest way I could!!! I download to my
computer and transfer it to the machine. PED usually just sits in the box it came in. I have enough

stress in my life without stress when I am doing the one thing I love the most. I also use an external
hard drive (in fact two) to back up all my designs.
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